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Covering key themes from the classical thinkers onwards, including Marxism,
The Monarchy and the Constitution Vernon Bogdanor 1995-11-09 An analysis

post-structuralism, phenomenology, feminism and more, the second edition

of how constitutional monarchy functions in a modern democracy, showing

features a new chapter on Actor-Network Theory and enhanced discussion of

how it serves to stabilize and sustain democratic government. The book offers

postcolonial theory. Wide ranging in scope and coverage, the book is concise

reflections on the future of the monarchy, based firmly upon its history.

in presentation and free from jargon. Showing why social theory matters, and

Making Constitutions in Deeply Divided Societies Hanna Lerner 2011-05-12

why it is of far-reaching social and political importance, the book is ideal for

How can societies still grappling over the common values and shared vision of

readers seeking a clear, crisp mapping of a complex but very rewarding area.

their state draft a democratic constitution? This is the central puzzle of Making

The United Kingdom Constitution N. W. Barber 2021-10-05 This volume is

Constitutions in Deeply Divided Societies. While most theories discuss

an introduction to the United Kingdom's constitution that recognises its

constitution-making in the context of a moment of revolutionary change,

historical, political, and legal dimensions. It pays attention to the revival of the

Hanna Lerner argues that an incrementalist approach to constitution-making

constituent territories of the UK. The constitution is shaped by constitutional

can enable societies riven by deep internal disagreements to either enact a

principles, including state sovereignty, separation of powers, democracy, and

written constitution or function with an unwritten one. She illustrates the

subsidiarity.

process of constitution-writing in three deeply divided societies - Israel, India

Homo Academicus Pierre Bourdieu 1988 In this highly original work, Pierre

and Ireland - and explores the various incrementalist strategies deployed by

Bourdieu turns his attention to the academic world of which he is part and

their drafters. These include the avoidance of clear decisions, the use of

offers a brilliant analysis of modern intellectual culture. The academy is

ambivalent legal language and the inclusion of contrasting provisions in the

shown to be not just a realm of dialogue and debate, but also a sphere of power

constitution. Such techniques allow the deferral of controversial choices

in which reputations and careers are made, defended and destroyed.

regarding the foundational aspects of the polity to future political institutions,

Employing the distinctive methods for which he has become well known,

thus enabling the constitution to reflect a divided identity.

Bourdieu examines the social background and practical activities of his fellow

The Twilight of Constitutionalism? Petra Dobner 2012-01-26 The concepts and

academics--from Foucault, Derrida, and Lacan to figures who are lesser

values that underpin traditional constitutionalism are increasingly being

known but not necessarily less influential. Bourdieu analyzes their social

challenged by political realities that place substantial power beyond the state.

origins and current positions, how much they publish and where they

Among the few certainties of a global economy is the growing incongruity

publish it, their institutional connections, media appearances, political

between the political (the world of things that need to be ordered collectively

involvements and so on. This enables Bourdieu to construct a map of the

in order to sustain society) and the state (the major institution of authoritative

intellectual field in France and to analyze the forms of capital and power, the

political decision-making during modern times). The consequences, and

lines of conflict and the patterns of change, which characterize the system of

possible remedies, of this double disjunction of politics and state and of state

higher education in France today. Homo Academicus paints a vivid and

and constitution form the centre of an open debate about 'constitutionalism

dynamic picture of French intellectual life today and develops a general

beyond the state'. The essays gathered in this collection explore the range of

approach to the study of modern culture and education. It will be of great

issues raised by this debate. The effects of recent changes on two of the main

interest to students of sociology, education and politics as well as to anyone

building blocks of constitutionalism - statehood and democracy - are examined

concerned with the role of intellectuals and higher education today.

in Parts I and II. Since the movement of overcoming statehood has, arguably,

Strategy as Practice Gerry Johnson 2007-08-02 This is an analysis of what

been advanced furthest in the European context, the question of the future of

managers actually do in relation to the development of strategy in

constitutionalist ideas in the framework of the EU provides the key theme of

organisations.

Part III. The remaining parts consider possible transformations or substitutes.

Central Problems in Social Theory Anthony Giddens 1979-11-29 "One of the

The engagement of constitutions with international law offers one line of

most creative among the younger generation of critical social theorists,

transmutation of constitutionalism (Part IV) and the diffusion of

Giddens stands alone in his concern for the classical tradition on sociology; but

constitutionalism into separate social spheres provides an alternative way of

he also makes brilliant use of the latest philosophical and theoretical work of

pursuing constitutionalism in a new key (Part VI). Finally, the ability of the

several contemporary schools and disciplines. A very important book for all of

theory of global administrative law (examined in Part V) to offer an

social science."—Jeffrey C. Alexander

alternative account of the potential of jurisdictional control of global governing

We Have Never Been Modern Bruno Latour 2012-11-01 With the rise of

processes is examined. Through these explorations, the book offers cross-

science, we moderns believe, the world changed irrevocably, separating us

disciplinary insights into the impact of recent political and economic changes

forever from our primitive, premodern ancestors. But if we were to let go of

on modern constitutionalism and an assessment of the prospects for

this fond conviction, Bruno Latour asks, what would the world look like? His

constitutionalism in a transnational environment.

book, an anthropology of science, shows us how much of modernity is actually

An Invitation to Social Theory David Inglis 2018-12-18 Social theory is a

a matter of faith. What does it mean to be modern? What difference does the

crucial resource for the social sciences. It provides rich insights into how

scientific method make? The difference, Latour explains, is in our careful

human beings think and act and how contemporary social life is constructed.

distinctions between nature and society, between human and thing,

But often the key ideas of social theorists are expressed in highly technical

distinctions that our benighted ancestors, in their world of alchemy, astrology,

and difficult language that can hide more than it reveals. The new edition of

and phrenology, never made. But alongside this purifying practice that

this popular book continues to cut to the core of what social theory is about.

defines modernity, there exists another seemingly contrary one: the
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construction of systems that mix politics, science, technology, and nature. The

'cultures of anarchy', described as Hobbesian, Lockean and Kantian

ozone debate is such a hybrid, in Latour’s analysis, as are global warming,

respectively. These cultures are shared ideas which help shape state interests

deforestation, even the idea of black holes. As these hybrids proliferate, the

and capabilities, and generate tendencies in the international system. The book

prospect of keeping nature and culture in their separate mental chambers

describes four factors which can drive structural change from one culture to

becomes overwhelming—and rather than try, Latour suggests, we should

another - interdependence, common fate, homogenization, and self-restraint -

rethink our distinctions, rethink the definition and constitution of modernity

and examines the effects of capitalism and democracy in the emergence of a

itself. His book offers a new explanation of science that finally recognizes the

Kantian culture in the West.

connections between nature and culture—and so, between our culture and

The Constitution of Society Anthony Giddens 2013-06-28 Anthony Giddens

others, past and present. Nothing short of a reworking of our mental

has been in the forefront of developments in social theory for the past decade.

landscape. We Have Never Been Modern blurs the boundaries among science,

In The Constitution of Society he outlines the distinctive position he has

the humanities, and the social sciences to enhance understanding on all sides.

evolved during that period and offers a full statement of a major new

A summation of the work of one of the most influential and provocative

perspective in social thought, a synthesis and elaboration of ideas touched on

interpreters of science, it aims at saving what is good and valuable in

in previous works but described here for the first time in an integrated and

modernity and replacing the rest with a broader, fairer, and finer sense of

comprehensive form. A particular feature is Giddens's concern to connect

possibility.

abstract problems of theory to an interpretation of the nature of empirical

Realist Social Theory Margaret S. Archer 1995-10-19 Important new work of

method in the social sciences. In presenting his own ideas, Giddens mounts a

social theory and challenge to Anthony Giddens from author of Culture and

critical attack on some of the more orthodox sociological views. The

Agency.

Constitution of Society is an invaluable reference book for all those concerned

Ethnographic Research R. F. Ellen 1987-01 Ethnographic Research: A Guide

with the basic issues in contemporary social theory.

to General Conduct is the first in the ASA Research Methods series. This

Reflexive Modernization Ulrich Beck 1994 Three prominent social thinkers

volume is about ethnographic research, the production of data, and the

discuss how modern society is undercutting its formations of class, stratum,

practical aspects of research practice. It is general and introductory in scope.

occupations, sex roles, the nuclear family, and more. Reflexive modernization,

Designed as a handbook, it is suitable for rapid reference. It provides basic

or the way one kind of modernization undercuts and changes another, has

outlines on general practical matters of concern to all those engaged in

wide ranging implications for contemporary social and cultural theory, as this

ethnographic research, introduces the series as a whole, and serves as a guide

provocative book demonstrates.

to existing literature on issues not specifically covered by the more specialized

Capitalism and Modern Social Theory Anthony Giddens 1973-02-08 Giddens's

volumes which follow.

analysis of the writings of Marx, Durkheim and Weber has become the classic

Sociology Anthony Giddens 2017-03-03 Now in its eighth edition, this

text for any student seeking to understand the three thinkers who established

continues to be the indispensable guide to understanding the world we make

the basic framework of contemporary sociology. The first three sections of the

and the lives we lead. Revised and updated throughout, it remains unrivalled

book, based on close textual examination of the original sources, contain

in its vibrant, engaging and authoritative introduction to sociology. The

separate treatments of each writer. The author demonstrates the internal

authors provide a commanding overview of recent global developments and

coherence of their respective contributions to social theory. The concluding

new ideas in sociology. Classic debates are also given careful coverage, with

section discusses the principal ways in which Marx can be compared with the

even the most complex ideas explained in an engaging way. Written in a

other two authors, and discusses misconceptions of some conventional views

fluent, easy-to-follow style, the book manages to be intellectually rigorous but

on the subject.

still very accessible. With a strong focus on interactive pedagogy, it aims to

Essential Concepts in Sociology Anthony Giddens 2017-05-11 Social life is in a

engage and excite readers, helping them to see the enduring value of

constant process of change, and sociology can never stand still. As a result,

thinking sociologically. The eighth edition includes: a solid foundation in the

sociology today is a theoretically diverse enterprise, covering a huge range of

basics of sociology: its purpose, methodology and theories; up-to-the-minute

subjects and drawing on a broad array of research methods. Central to this

overviews of key topics in social life, from gender, personal life and poverty,

endeavour is the use of core concepts and ideas which allow sociologists to

to globalization, the media and politics; stimulating examples of what sociology

make sense of societies, though our understanding of these concepts

has to say about key issues in our contemporary world, such as growing

necessarily evolves and changes. This clear and jargon-free book introduces a

inequality, climate change and the rise of terrorism; a strong focus on global

careful selection of essential concepts that have helped to shape sociology and

sociology and the ways that digital technologies are radically transforming our

others that continue to do so. Going beyond brief, dictionary-style definitions,

world; quality pedagogical features, such as Classic Studies and Global Society

Anthony Giddens and Philip W. Sutton provide an extended discussion of

boxes, and Thinking Critically reflection points, as well as end-of-chapter

each concept which sets it in historical and theoretical context, explores its

activities inviting readers to engage with popular culture and original

main meanings in use, introduces relevant criticisms, and points readers to its

research articles to gather sociological insights. The eighth edition sets the

ongoing development in contemporary research and theorizing. Organized in

standard for introductory sociology. Complete with extensive supporting

ten thematic sections, the book offers a portrait of sociology through its

resources at www.politybooks.com/giddens, it is the ideal teaching text for

essential concepts, ranging from capitalism, identity and deviance to

first-year university and college courses, and will help to inspire a new

globalization, the environment and intersectionality. It will be essential

generation of sociologists.

reading for all those new to sociology as well as anyone seeking a reliable

Structure, Agency and the Internal Conversation Margaret Scotford Archer

route map for a rapidly changing world.

2003-08-28 Explores the relationship between structure and agency through

Structuration Theory Rob Stones 2017-03-16 This important text argues for a

human reflexivity and the internal conversation.

'strong' notion of structuration theory in contrast to the seminal but more

Social Theory of International Politics Alexander Wendt 1999-10-07 Drawing

abstract and relatively under-developed project represented by Anthony

upon philosophy and social theory, Social Theory of International Politics

Giddens's writings. Emphasis on the duality of structure is placed at the

develops a theory of the international system as a social construction.

centre of the tradition. It is argued that the distinctive power of structuration

Alexander Wendt clarifies the central claims of the constructivist approach,

theory lies in its potential to critically investigate a specific range of in situ

presenting a structural and idealist worldview which contrasts with the

questions. Structuration Theory produces a synthesis that draws on Giddens's

individualism and materialism which underpins much mainstream

work, on other versions of the structuration problematic, and on key

international relations theory. He builds a cultural theory of international

empirical uses of the approach. The final chapters make use of extended case

politics, which takes whether states view each other as enemies, rivals or

examples to illustrate the critical power of strong structuration.

friends as a fundamental determinant. Wendt characterises these roles as

Constitutionalism Charles Howard McIlwain 2005-01-01 McIlwain, Charles
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Howard. Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern. Ithaca: Cornell University

social orders. This book build upon the author's previous theoretical writings,

Press, 1940. ix, 162 pp. Reprint available June 2005 by The Lawbook

and will be of fundamental interest to anyone concerned with Gidden's

Exchange, Ltd. ISBN 1-58477-550-5. Cloth. $75. * Upon publication The Law

overall project. However, the work covers issues which the author has not

Quarterly Review praised this book, noting that "great learning is manifest in

previously analyzed and extends the scope of his work into areas of pressing

these pages" (cited in Marke). McIlwain [1871-1968] examines of the rise of

practical concern. This book will be essential reading for second year

constitutionalism from the "democratic strands" in the works of Aristotle and

undergraduates and above in sociology, politics, philosophy, and cultural

Cicero through the transitional moment between the medieval and the

studies.

modern eras. He concludes with a discussion of the forces of despotism that

Theoretical Sociology Jonathan H. Turner 2013-07-11 What can sociological

were threatening constitutionally based individual freedom in the 1930s. One

theory tell us about the basic forces that shape our world? With clarity and

of the twentieth century's most distinguished scholars of Anglo-American

authority, Theoretical Sociology: A Concise Introduction to Twelve

constitutional history, McIlwain was Eaton Professor of the Science of

Sociological Theories, by leading theorist Jonathan H. Turner, seeks to answer

Government in Harvard University and the author of The High Court of

this question through a brief, yet in-depth examination of twelve major

Parliament and Its Supremacy (1910) and The American Revolution: A

sociological theories. Readers are given an opportunity to explore the

Constitutional Interpretation (1924). Both of these are available as Lawbook

foundational premise of each theory and key elements that make it

Exchange reprints.

distinctive. The book draws on biographical background, analysis of important

An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States Charles A.

works, historical influences, and other critical insights to help readers make

Beard 2012-03-08 This classic study — one of the most influential in the area

the important connections between these monumental sociological theories

of American economic history — questioned the founding fathers' motivations

and the social world in which we live. This concise resource is a perfect

and prompted new perceptions of the supreme law of the land.

complement to any course that seeks to examine both classic and

Outline of a Theory of Practice Pierre Bourdieu 1977-06-02 Through Pierre

contemporary sociological theory.

Bourdieu's work in Kabylia (Algeria), he develops a theory on symbolic

A Theory of Justice John RAWLS 2009-06-30 Though the revised edition of

power.

A Theory of Justice, published in 1999, is the definitive statement of Rawls's

Cosmic Constitutional Theory J. Harvie Wilkinson 2012-03-12 What underlies

view, so much of the extensive literature on Rawls's theory refers to the first

this development? In this concise and highly engaging work, Federal Appeals

edition. This reissue makes the first edition once again available for scholars

Court Judge and noted author (From Brown to Bakke) J. Harvie Wilkinson

and serious students of Rawls's work.

argues that America's most brilliant legal minds have launched a set of cosmic

The Living Constitution David A. Strauss 2010-05-19 Supreme Court Justice

constitutional theories that, for all their value, are undermining self-

Antonin Scalia once remarked that the theory of an evolving, "living"

governance.

Constitution effectively "rendered the Constitution useless." He wanted a

Social Theory of Modern Societies David Held 1989-12-07 This book offers a

"dead Constitution," he joked, arguing it must be interpreted as the framers

comprehensive appraisal of the work of Anthony Giddens, who is known

originally understood it. In The Living Constitution, leading constitutional

worldwide as one of the leading figures in social theory and the social

scholar David Strauss forcefully argues against the claims of Scalia, Clarence

sciences. During the last decade Giddens has published a series of substantial

Thomas, Robert Bork, and other "originalists," explaining in clear, jargon-free

volumes which have defined a distinctive and original theoretical approach.

English how the Constitution can sensibly evolve, without falling into the

The twin focal points of his approach are the 'theory of structuration' and the

anything-goes flexibility caricatured by opponents. The living Constitution is

analysis of 'modernity'. Giddens's writings on these and related themes are

not an out-of-touch liberal theory, Strauss further shows, but a mainstream

widely recognized as among the most important contributions to theoretical

tradition of American jurisprudence--a common-law approach to the

debate in the social sciences. Social Theory of Modern Societies is the first

Constitution, rooted in the written document but also based on precedent.

volume to provide a systematic and critical assessment of Giddens's

Each generation has contributed precedents that guide and confine judicial

contributions. The volume includes eleven critical essays - all of which were

rulings, yet allow us to meet the demands of today, not force us to follow the

specially commissioned for this volume - by authors who are well known in

commands of the long-dead Founders. Strauss explores how judicial decisions

their own fields: Zygmunt Bauman, Richard J. Bernstein, Derek Gregory,

adapted the Constitution's text (and contradicted original intent) to produce

Nicky Gregson, David Held, Bob Jessop, Linda Murgatroyd, Peter Saunders,

some of our most profound accomplishments: the end of racial segregation, the

Martin Shaw, John B. Thompson and Erik Olin Wright. In a long concluding

expansion of women's rights, and the freedom of speech. By contrast,

chapter, Anthony Giddens responds to the criticisms raised by these and other

originalism suffers from fatal flaws: the impossibility of truly divining original

authors, clarifying and elaborating his current views. The result is a unique

intent, the difficulty of adapting eighteenth-century understandings to the

and engaging book which gives both a critical evaluation of Giddens's work

modern world, and the pointlessness of chaining ourselves to decisions made

and a guide to some of the theoretical issues which are at the forefront of the

centuries ago. David Strauss is one of our leading authorities on Constitutional

social sciences today. It will be of interest to students and academics in

law--one with practical knowledge as well, having served as Assistant

sociology, politics and geography, and to students in the social sciences and

Solicitor General of the United States and argued eighteen cases before the

humanities generally.

United States Supreme Court. Now he offers a profound new understanding

The Consequences of Modernity Anthony Giddens 2013-04-25 In this major

of how the Constitution can remain vital to life in the twenty-first century.

theoretical statement, the author offers a new and provocative interpretation

Modernity and Self-Identity Anthony Giddens 2013-04-30 This major study

of the institutional transformations associated with modernity. We do not as

develops a new account of modernity and its relation to the self. Building

yet, he argues, live in a post-modern world. Rather the distinctive

upon the ideas set out in The Consequences of Modernity, Giddens argues that

characteristics of our major social institutions in the closing period of the

'high' or 'late' modernity is a post traditional order characterised by a

twentieth century express the emergence of a period of 'high modernity,' in

developed institutional reflexivity. In the current period, the globalising

which prior trends are radicalised rather than undermined. A post-modern

tendencies of modern institutions are accompanied by a transformation of day-

social universe may eventually come into being, but this as yet lies 'on the

to-day social life having profound implications for personal activities. The self

other side' of the forms of social and cultural organization which currently

becomes a 'reflexive project', sustained through a revisable narrative of self

dominate world history. In developing an account of the nature of modernity,

identity. The reflexive project of the self, the author seeks to show, is a form

Giddens concentrates upon analyzing the intersections between trust and risk,

of control or mastery which parallels the overall orientation of modern

and security and danger, in the modern world. Both the trust mechanisms

institutions towards 'colonising the future'. Yet it also helps promote

associated with modernity and the distinctive 'risk profile' it produces, he

tendencies which place that orientation radically in question - and which

argues, are distinctively different from those characteristic of pre-modern

provide the substance of a new political agenda for late modernity. In this
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book Giddens concerns himself with themes he has often been accused of

Stephen Mennell, University College Dublin 'What I find very useful and

unduly neglecting, including especially the psychology of self and self-

without any doubt valuable, not only in Shilling's The Body in Culture,

identity. The volumes are a decisive step in the development of his thinking,

Technology and Society but in his work in general, is the breadth and

and will be essential reading for students and professionals in the areas of social

profoundness of his discussion about the body...the style Shilling maintains is

and political theory, sociology, human geography and social psychology.

crucial for further development of the sociology of the body as a discipline, for

The Social Structures of the Economy Pierre Bourdieu 2014-03-10 Much

it provides us with a rich intellectual environment about the body' - Sociology

orthodox economic theory is based on assumptions which are treated as self-

'For any colleague wanting to have a clear idea of how studies of the body can

evident: supply and demand are regarded as independent entities, the

be empirically grounded as well as theoretically 'rich', Chris Shilling's The

individual is assumed to be a rational agent who knows his interests and how

Body in Culture, Technology and Society , is the book to read. To my mind it

to make decisions corresponding to them, and so on. But one has only to

offers the best account thus far of not only how social action is embodied and

examine an economic transaction closely, as Pierre Bourdieu does here for the

must be recognised as such but also of how social structures condition and

buying and selling of houses, to see that these abstract assumptions cannot

shape embodied subjects in a variety of social arenas... This is wonderful

explain what happens in reality. As Bourdieu shows, the market is

insightful 'stuff' - the ideas and intricate thoughts of a scholar such as Shilling

constructed by the state, which can decide, for example, whether to promote

who has been immersed in thinking about the complexities of the body in

private housing or collective provision. And the individuals involved in the

society as well as sociology for a number of years' - Sociology of Health and

transaction are immersed in symbolic constructions which constitute, in a

Illness This is a milestone in the sociology of the body. The book offers the

strong sense, the value of houses, neighbourhoods and towns. The abstract and

most comprehensive overview of the field to date and an innovative

illusory nature of the assumptions of orthodox economic theory has been

framework for the analysis of embodiment. It is founded on a revised view of

criticised by some economists, but Bourdieu argues that we must go further.

the relation of classical works to the body. It argues that the body should be

Supply, demand, the market and even the buyer and seller are products of a

read as a multi-dimensional medium for the constitution of society. Upon this

process of social construction, and so-called ‘economic' processes can be

foundation, the author constructs a series of analyses of the body and the

adequately described only by calling on sociological methods. Instead of seeing

economy, culture, sociality, work, sport, music, food and technology.

the two disciplines in antagonistic terms, it is time to recognize that sociology

Key Concepts in Organization Theory Ann L Cunliffe 2012-08-16 Electronic

and economics are in fact part of a single discipline, the object of which is the

Inspection Copy available for instructors here From agency theory to power

analysis of social facts, of which economic transactions are in the end merely

and politics, this indispensable guide to the key concepts of organization

one aspect. This brilliant study by the most original sociologist of post-war

theory is your compass as you navigate through the often complex and

France will be essential reading for students and scholars of sociology,

abstract theories about the design and functioning of organizations. Designed to

economics, anthropology and related disciplines.

complement and elucidate your textbook or reading list, as well as introduce

Mundane Reason Melvin Pollner 2010-06-10 This book assumes that an

you to concepts that some courses neglect, this historical and interdisciplinary

objective world exists independently of the knower and shows shows that it

account of the field: - Helps you understand the basics of organization theory -

is historically emergent, culturally contingent and situationally constructed.

Allows you to check your understanding of specific concepts - Fills in any

The Body in Culture, Technology and Society Chris Shilling 2005 'Once in a

gaps left by your course reading, and - Is a powerful revision tool Each entry

while a manuscript stops you in your tracks... What we are offered here is no

is consistently structured, providing a definition of the concept and why it's

recovering of old ground but a step change in perspectives on "body matters"

important to theory and practice, followed by a summary of current debates

that is both innovative and of fundamental importance to anyone working on

and a list of further reading. This companion will provide you with the nuts

this sociological terrain...This text is groundbreaking and simply has to be read'

and bolts of an understanding that will serve you not just in your organization

- Acta Sociologica 'This is Shilling at his creative best...these are seminal

studies course, but throughout your degree and beyond. Key concepts

observations of the classical theories drawn together as never before.

include: agency theory; business strategy; corporate governance; decision

Moreover, as a framework [this monograph] provides a genuinely new and

making; environmental uncertainty; globalization; industrial democracy;

fertile way of reconsidering not just classical sociology but contemporary

organizational change; stakeholder theory; storytelling and narrative research;

forms as well' - Sport, Education & Society 'This is a comprehensive,

technology and organization structure.

theoretically sophisticated, and ambitious treatise on the body that draws from,

In Search of the Federal Spirit Michael Burgess 2012-12-20 In Search of the

and applies, both classical and contemporary sociological theory in a manner

Federal Spirit is a major new examination of the theory and practice of federal

that is innovative and thought-provoking. This book is engaging and thought-

state formation in the post-Cold War era. It introduces the concept of the

provoking, but Shilling's greatest achievement is his ability to illustrate the

federal spirit as a means of exploring the emergence of a range of new

importance and continued relevance of classical and contemporary sociological

political models.

theory to real world concerns. It is a book worthy of widespread attention. It

Constitutional Imaginaries Jiří Přibáň 2021-09-30 This book offers a social

reinvigorated my interest in the sociological classics and contained countless

theoretical analysis of imaginaries as constituent social forces of positive law

nuggets of interesting information that led me to conclude that it would be a

and politics. Constitutional imaginaries invite constitutional and political

worthy book to recommend to a broad sociological audience' - Teaching

theorists, philosophers and sociologists to rethink the concept of constitution as

Sociology 'Shilling's book (like his earlier The Body and Social Theory) is

the normative legal limitation and control of political power. They show that

crucial reading...a further valuable contribution in a field where he has

political constitutions include societal forces impossible to contain by legal

provided so much' - Theory & Psychology 'This is an impressive book by one

norms and political institutions. The constitution of society as one polity

of the leading social theorists working in the field of body studies. It provides

defined by the unity of topos-ethnos-nomos, that is the unity of territory,

a critical summation of theoretical and substantive work in the field to date,

people and their laws, informed the rise of modern nations and nationalisms as

while also presenting a powerful argument for a corporeal realism in which

much as constitutional democratic statehood and its liberal and republican

the body is both generative of the emergent properties of social structure and

regimes. However, the imaginary of polity as one nation living on a given

a location of their effects. Its scope and originality make it a key point of

territory under the constitutional rule of law is challenged by the process of

reference for students and academics in body studies and in the social and

European integration and its imaginaries informed by transnational legal and

cultural sciences more generally' - Ian Burkitt, Reader in Social Science,

societal pluralism, administrative governance, economic performativity and

University of Bradford 'Chris Shilling is as always a lucid guide through the

democratically mobilised polity. This book discusses the sociology of imagined

dense thickets of the "sociology of the body", and his chapters on the fields of

communities and the philosophy of modern social imaginaries in the context

work, sport, eating, music and technology brilliantly show how abstract

of transnational European constitutionalism and its recent theories, most

theoretical debates relate to the real world of people's lives' - Professor

notably the theory of societal constitutions. It offers a new approach to the
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legal constitutions as societal power formations evolving at national, European

aspects of conducting an ethical research program. Features: 652 signed entries

and global levels. The book will be of interest to scholars and students

are contained in an authoritative work spanning four volumes available in

interested in constitutional and European law theory and philosophy as much

choice of electronic or print formats. Although organized A-to-Z, front matter

as interdisciplinary and socio-legal studies of transnational law and society.

includes a Reader’s Guide grouping entries thematically to help students

Students Writing in the University Carys Jones 2000-01-15 This volume aims

interested in a specific aspect of communication research to more easily locate

to raise awareness of the underlying complexities concerning student writing

directly related entries. Back matter includes a Chronology of the

in the universities. The authors address a series of theoretical as well as

development of the field of communication research; a Resource Guide to

practical questions regarding the literacies required of students in Higher

classic books, journals, and associations; a Glossary introducing the terminology

Education, from the perspective of both students themselves and of their

of the field; and a detailed Index. Entries conclude with References/Further

tutors. The research described here intends to move beyond the narrow

Readings and Cross-References to related entries to guide students further in

confines of current policy debates and the quick fix solutions of writing

their research journeys. The Index, Reader’s Guide themes, and Cross-

manuals, to explore the epistemological, cultural, historical and theoretical

References combine to provide robust search-and-browse in the e-version.

bases of such writing. Issues addressed include the nature of competing

Anthony Giddens and Modern Social Theory Kenneth Tucker 1998-09-24

epistemologies that underlie the writing process and the varying degrees of

Anthony Giddens is widely recognized as one of the most important

explicitness about what academic writing entails; ways of challenging the

sociologists of the post-war period. This is the first full-length work to

institutional marginalisation of academic writing as teaching, learning, and

examine Giddens′ social theory. It guides the reader through Giddens′ early

research practice; what counts as knowledge and how far it is mediated by the

attempt to overcome the duality of structure and agency. He saw this duality

rhetorical conventions of one culture; to what extent the challenging of such

as a major failing of social theories of modernity. His attempt to resolve the

rhetorical conventions is itself a crucial epistemological issue. Writing, in this

problem can be regarded as the key to the development of his brandmark

volume, then, is addressed in terms of academic literacy practices involving

`structuration theory′. The book is the most complete and thorough assessment

relations of power, issues of identity and theories of knowledge.

of Giddens′ work currently available. It incorporates insights from many

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Communication Research Methods Mike Allen

different perspectives into his theory of structuration, his work on the

2017-04-11 Communication research is evolving and changing in a world of

formation of cultural identities and the fate of the nation-state. This far-

online journals, open-access, and new ways of obtaining data and conducting

reaching work also touches on issues such as the transformation of modern

experiments via the Internet. Although there are generic encyclopedias

intimacy and sexuality, and the fate of politics in late modern society.

describing basic social science research methodologies in general, until now

Practicing History Gabrielle M. Spiegel 2005 "Gabrielle Spiegel presents an

there has been no comprehensive A-to-Z reference work exploring methods

essential new collection of key articles that examine the current status of the

specific to communication and media studies. Our entries, authored by key

debate over the 'linguistic turn', and attempt to rethink the practice of history

figures in the field, focus on special considerations when applied specifically to

in light of its implications. These are writings that operatewithin the

communication research, accompanied by engaging examples from the

framework of the linguistic turn, yet seek to move beyond its initial

literature of communication, journalism, and media studies. Entries cover

formulation and reception. The volume offers a synoptic overview of the last

every step of the research process, from the creative development of research

twenty-five years of theoretical analysis of historical writing, with a critical

topics and questions to literature reviews, selection of best methods (whether

examination of the key concepts and positions that have been in debate. This

quantitative, qualitative, or mixed) for analyzing research results and

collection delineates the emergence of a new 'practice theory' as a possible

publishing research findings, whether in traditional media or via new media

paradigm for future historical interpretation concerned with questions of

outlets. In addition to expected entries covering the basics of theories and

agency, experience and the subject. Articles drawn from a mix of critical

methods traditionally used in communication research, other entries discuss

thinkers and practicing historians are drawn together along with clear and

important trends influencing the future of that research, including

thorough editorial material. Complex ideas at the forefront of historical

contemporary practical issues students will face in communication professions,

practice are revealed and made accessible to students, while for their teachers

the influences of globalization on research, use of new recording technologies

and other historians this new survey is an indispensable and timely read"--

in fieldwork, and the challenges and opportunities related to studying online

Provided by publisher.

multi-media environments. Email, texting, cellphone video, and blogging are

Law's Community Roger Cotterrell 1995 These essays seek to re-locate the

shown not only as topics of research but also as means of collecting and

relationship between the traditional concerns of legal theory and the sociology

analyzing data. Still other entries delve into considerations of accountability,

of law by establishing a consistent theoretical approach to the analysis of law

copyright, confidentiality, data ownership and security, privacy, and other

in contemporary Western societies.
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